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To generate your forms 1094-C and 1095-C, 

you will first need to set up the Zenefits 

ACA Compliance app. Check out the ACA 

Compliance Admin Guide, which will help 

walk you through the setup process. Once you 

complete setup, you’ll be able to generate and 

approve your forms 1094-C and 1095-C.
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https://help.zenefits.com/documents/475/ACA_Compliance_Admin_Guide_2018.pdf
https://help.zenefits.com/documents/475/ACA_Compliance_Admin_Guide_2018.pdf


01. Form Generation and Review

1. From the ACA Compliance Overview page, select Filing from the top menu bar.

2. Prior to form generation, you’ll want to review all of the information in the 

Employee Table for accuracy. Click the Review button under Setup & Review 

Info—you’ll be directed back to ACA Compliance Overview page so you can 

review your information.

3. Once you’re done reviewing your data for accuracy and have provided any 

missing information, select Filing from the top menu bar to return to the ACA 

Filing page. Click the Next button under Setup & Review Info to confirm that 

you’ve completed your review.
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4. Next, click the Generate button under Generate & Review Forms.

a. You’ll be asked to confirm your company details.

b.  If your company is an AALE (Aggregated Applicable Large Employer), 

you’ll be asked to provide basic information about the other companies 

in your AALE Group. The AALE designation applies if your company is part 

of a group of affiliated entities under common control, such as a parent 

and subsidiary.

c.  On the last page, you can generate your forms by clicking the button 

labeled Got it! Generate forms. Be patient—it may take a little while 

to generate all the forms for your company.

5. Once all the forms are generated, you’ll be directed back to the ACA Filing 

page. Click the Review button under Generate & Review Forms.

6. You’ll be taken back to the ACA Compliance Overview page. If you scroll down 

to the Employee Table, you will see links to View and Download 1095-C forms 

for each employee. You’ll also be able to download your company’s 1094-C form.

7.  Review the 1094-C and 1095-C forms. If you’d like to make adjustments to the 

forms, you can do so by editing the underlying data within the employee table. 

Page 5 and onwards of this guide break down each form, and how to make 

adjustments to each form section through the dashboard.

a. Once you’ve made any necessary adjustments, you can click on View 

to view the updated forms.

8. When you’re done reviewing, select Filing in the top menu bar to return to the 

ACA Filing page. There will be a new Forms section on this page where you 

can download all of your forms at once. Click the Next button under Generate 

& Review forms in order to proceed.
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02. Sending Forms to Employees

1. Next, you’ll send 1095-C forms to your employees. Click the Send button 

under Send Forms.

a. You’ll be asked to sign and acknowledge that you have reviewed your forms.  

Important: You cannot edit your forms after completing this step.
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b. Next, you have the option to send emails to your employees, to let 

them know that their 1095-C forms are available in Zenefits. Note that 

we will deposit the 1095-C forms into each employee’s document library 

in Zenefits regardless of whether or not you opt to send emails—this 

option is intended to give you flexibility in how you want to communicate 

with your employees.

c. Next, you’ll need to download forms and send them to eligible former 

employees. You’ll be able to download all of your terminated employees 

forms at this point, and Zenefits also provides instructions in how to easily 

gather employee mailing addresses.
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2.  The last step is to indicate whether you plan to submit your forms to the IRS 

electronically, or via mail. Note that if you have more than 250 1095-C forms 

to file, the IRS requires you to e-file.
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03. E-filing

1. If you select E-filing, Zenefits will e-file your forms at this time. You will receive 

an e-mail from Zenefits informing you that your forms are being transmitted 

to the IRS. You can also check on the status of your filing by clicking on Filing 

in the top navigation bar.

2. Next, the IRS will process the forms and Zenefits will receive the status and confirmation 

of the submission from the IRS. This generally takes about 7–10 business days.

a.  If your forms are approved: You will be notified via e-mail that the IRS has 

accepted your forms. Status of the successful receipt will also be shown 

on the ACA Filing page.

b.  If your forms are rejected: You will receive an e-mail from Zenefits alerting that 

your forms require corrections. You’ll be able to correct the errors in the ACA 

Compliance app, and you will have 30 days to do so. The ACA Filing page will 

display a “Not Approved” message and you will see a new button labeled Fix 

Errors—click on this to begin the correction and re-submission process.
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04. Paper Filing

1. If you select Paper Filing, Zenefits will display instructions for mailing your 

1094-C and 1095-C forms to the IRS.

2. You will need to print out your forms and mail them to the IRS yourself. Click 

here to view the IRS’s mailing instructions for paper filings, and click here 

to determine which IRS address to use when filing ACA forms by mail.
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05. Form 1095-C: Overview

Form 1095-C, along with form 1094-C, helps the IRS enforce the ACA employer 

mandate by monitoring the type and cost of coverage offered to employees, and 

the number of employees who were offered this coverage. An Applicable Large 

Employer (ALE) must complete a separate 1095-C form for each employee who 

was eligible for coverage for at least one month in the reporting calendar year.

Forms 1095-C must be furnished to employees by March 2, 2023 and e-filed with the 

IRS (along with Form 1094-C) by March 31, 2023. The deadline for paper filings 

is February 28, 2023.
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Lines 1–6

This information is pulled from the Employee Details tab of the employee table 

on the ACA Compliance Overview page. To make edits for an individual employee, 

simply click on the employee’s name on the employee table. A panel will slide out 

from the right. Select the tab for Employee Details and then select the Edit link 

in the top right. You will be directed to the employee’s profile in Zenefits, where 

you can make changes.
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Lines 7–13

This information is pulled from your company profile in Zenefits. To make edits, 

log into Zenefits, and select the Company Profile app. Please note that any 

changes made to lines 7-13 of an employee’s 1095-C form will automatically 

be pushed to all other 1095-C forms as well as the 1094-C form.

Lines 14–16

This information is pulled from the ACA Details tab of the employee table on the 

ACA Compliance Overview page.
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Line 14

The ACA Compliance app automatically inputs the appropriate code to indicate 

the type of coverage, if any, offered to an employee, the employee’s spouse, and 

the employee’s child dependents, for each month in 2022. Codes are generated 

based on information provided and selections made during the ACA Compliance 

setup process, as well as information contained in Zenefits. To view a complete list 

of IRS codes for Line 14, click here.

To make edits to the values in Line 14, you can change the type of coverage that 

was offered to an employee by clicking on the employee’s name on the employee 

table. A panel will slide out from the right. Select the tab for ACA Details and 

select the Edit link for any month(s) you wish to edit. The relevant field is: Best 

Plan Offered (indicates the best plan that was offered to the employee).
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https://help.zenefits.com/ACA_Automation/Reading_IRS_Form_1095-C/Code_Series_1_for_Form_1095-C%2C_Line_14
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Line 15

For each month where coverage was offered, this line shows the amount of the 

employee’s required contribution for self-only coverage (meaning the amount 

to acquire coverage for only oneself, and not the cost for spouses or dependents) 

for the best plan that was offered.

To make edits to this amount, click on the employee’s name on the employee table. 

A panel will slide out from the right. Select the tab for ACA Details and select the 

Edit link for any month(s) you wish to edit. The relevant field is: Employee-Only 

Contribution (indicates the amount that it would cost the employee to obtain self-

only coverage under the best plan offered).

Line 16

The ACA Compliance app automatically inputs the appropriate code to indicate 

a variety of information about a particular employee’s situation in a given month, 

including but not limited to: their employment status, the applicability of limited 

non-assessment periods, and whether affordability thresholds were met. To view 

a complete list of IRS codes for Line 16, click here.
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Lines 18–30

Part III of Form 1095-C only needs to be completed if the employee or any 

dependents were enrolled in self-insured or level-funded coverage. Information 

about whether a plan is self-insured or level-funded is pulled from the Medical 

Plans page of the ACA Compliance setup process (see below). On this page, you 

must use the drop-down menu in the Self-Insured or Level- Funded Coverage 

column to indicate whether or not a given plan was self- insured or level-funded.  

This section on the form must be populated with information about the employee 

and any of the employee’s enrolled dependents, indicating for which month(s) 

in 2022 they were enrolled in self-insured or level-funded coverage. If your plans 

are/were self-insured or level-funded at any point in the 2022 calendar year, please 

reach out to your Customer Success Manager or the Zenefits Customer Care 

team. There will be a couple of additional steps for updating the forms. Zenefits 

team will guide you on the steps. Please do not send out 1095-C forms 

to employees without completing the additional steps.
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06. Form 1094-C: Overview

Form 1094-C, along with form 1095-C, helps the IRS enforce the ACA employer mandate 

by monitoring the type and cost of coverage offered to employees, and the number 

of employees who were offered this coverage. Each Applicable Large Employer (ALE) 

is responsible for filing a single 1094-C form.

Form 1094-C must be e-filed with the IRS, along with all Form 1095-Cs, by March 31, 2023. 

The deadline for paper filings is February 28, 2023.
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Lines 1–16

This information is pulled from your company profile in Zenefits. To make edits, log 

into Zenefits, and select the Company Profile app. Please note that any changes 

made to lines 1-8 of your 1094-C form will automatically be pushed to all 1095-C 

forms, which also ask for this information.

Lines 9-16 of your form will be blank, as they only apply to Designated Government 

Entities, which are not supported by the ACA Compliance app.
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Line 17

You can ignore Line 17.

Line 18

Indicates the total number of Forms 1095-C that you are submitting with this 

Form 1094-C.

Line 19

Line 19 will be marked Yes.

Line 20

Indicates the total number of Forms 1095-C that will be filed by and/or on behalf 

of the ALE Member. This includes all Forms 1095-C that are filed with this 1094-

C including those filed for individuals who enrolled in the employer-sponsored 

self-insured plan, if any, and for any Forms 1095-C filed with a separate 1094-C 

filed by or on behalf of the ALE Member. For most companies, the same value will 

appear for Lines 18 and 20.

Line 21

Indicates whether your company is part of an Aggregated ALE Group.

Line 22

Zenefits does not support Qualifying Offer Method or 98% Offer Method. 

Signature Line

If you are planning to e-file your forms with the Zenefits ACA Compliance app, you 

can disregard this line. We will populate it with the signature you provided during 

the form generation process. However, if you are submitting paper filings to the 

IRS, you will need to provide your signature after you print out the forms.
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07. Part III

This section is populated with information about the type of coverage that was offered 

to your employees in 2022. This information is pulled from the ACA Details tab of the 

employee table on the ACA Compliance Overview page, for all employees.

Column (A)

Indicates whether minimum essential coverage (MEC) was offered to at least 95% 

of “fulltime” qualified employees and their dependents, on a monthly basis. This does 

not include any employee who was in a limited non-assessment period for that month.

To make any changes, go to ACA Details from the employee table and select the 

Edit link for any month(s) you wish to edit. The relevant fields are: Qualification 

Status (indicates whether an employee was “full-time” qualified for coverage) and 

Best Plan Offered (indicates the best plan that was offered to the employee).
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Column (B)

Indicates the number of “full-time” qualified employees for each month. This does 

not include any employee in a limited non-assessment period for that month.

To make any changes, go to ACA Details from the employee table and select the 

Edit link for any month(s) you wish to edit. The relevant field is: Qualification 

Status (indicates whether an employee was “full-time” qualified for coverage).

Column (C)

Indicates the number of all employees for each month, regardless of whether they 

were “fulltime” qualified or whether they were in a limited non-assessment period. 

This includes all the employees listed in the employee table.
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Column (D)

Indicates for which month(s) the company was a member of an Aggregated ALE 

Group, if any.
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08. Part IV

Part IV of the form only needs to be completed if your company was part 

of an Aggregated ALE Group. If it was, this form will be populated with names and 

EINs of other members of your Aggregated ALE Group.
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Disclaimer: The materials available in this 
publication, as well as use of, and access 
to, this publication or any of the emails, 
marketing materials, or derivative assets, are 
for informational purposes only and not for the 
purpose of providing legal advice. You should 
contact your attorney to obtain advice with 
respect to any particular issue or problem.

© 2022, YourPeople, Inc., d/b/a Zenefits. 
All rights reserved.
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